
In this show of universal 
language, 

El Niño del Retrete expresses 
the child who is inside him. 
He invites the public to enter in
his humorous universe. 

Then, we discover a show full of emotion Then, we discover a show full of emotion 
and unusual style games played 
by a delirious character. 
The humour, the acrobatics, 
the musical rhythm perfectly 
adjusted to the numbers and the 
great participation of the public 
makes a full 40 minutes of laugh. makes a full 40 minutes of laugh. 
The show "Cartoon Toylette"
is suitable for all audiences.

El Niño del Retrete has presented 
his works at numerous 
international festivals in:

Spain, Austria, Italy, Croatia,Portugal 
Brazil,Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Chile,Francia 
Holland, Belgium, Poland, New Zealand, 
Switzerland, Germany, Luxembourg, 
Slovenia, Colombia, Russia, Finlandia

China.



Argentinian clown, 
having learnt the art of circus 
in his hometown, Buenos Aires. 

Starting his career as a street performer, 
juggling and acrobatics, 

he soon went onto understand 
the power of mime, finessing his skills as a reputable clown. the power of mime, finessing his skills as a reputable clown. 

Since then his work has taken him all over Europe, 
now based between Spain and Italy. 
In 2003 he presented his first solo show, 
Cartoon Toylette, and following its success 
he spent the last twelve years touring 

the show around the world. 
This work, among others, has participated in various festivals, This work, among others, has participated in various festivals, 

receiving award and accolades in 
Argentina, Spain, Netherlands and Germany.
In Barcelona he is the creator and manager of 
an independent theatre/space, El Otto. 

The aim of this facility is to provide a platform 
where circus and other creative disciplines can create, 

develop and collaborate. develop and collaborate. 
In Italy he runs an independent circus with its own tent, 

Circo Patuf, that tours in Italy every 
summer since 2009.

1º Prize Audience  “ Buitenkans” Enschede Holland
2º Prize Jury “ Buitenkans” Enschede Holland
1º Prize “Gaukler Festival” Attendor Germany

1º Prize “V Competition Street Art” Zaragoza Spain
Prize “Artist Revelation” Cordoba Argentine

AWARDS

BIOGRAPHY



Playing area: 7m x 7m
Height: 5m

Duration: 50 minutes
Surface: hard and flat

Preference to play: on the ground
Electricity: 220W

Sound:Sound: Autonomous: 200 wats
Set up: 20 minutes

Public: form of performance 135°
Transport:Please arrange parking space 

for truck (7m length)
Promotion: posters (70 x 60), flyers
Photos can be acquired from my site

wwwww.ninoretrete.com
posters (70 x 60) and flyers available

TECHNIQUE RIDER



www.ninoretrete.com
niretrete@gmail.com - 0034 - 653 226 860
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